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2024 Albert W. Johnson University Research Lectureship
Nominations Extended

DUE: 11/13/23 @ 11:59 PM

Award Description 

The Albert W. Johnson University Research Lectureship is awarded annually to an SDSU 
faculty member for outstanding achievement in research and scholarship. Its purpose is to 
recognize such achievement, foster its continuation, and enable a distinguished resident 
faculty scholar to share their knowledge more broadly with and beyond the academic 
community. The Lectureship is the University’s highest recognition of research and scholarly 
achievement. The Division of Research and Innovation sponsors the Lectureship with funding 
partially endowed through the Albert W. Johnson Fund. 

The recipient delivers a public lecture during the spring semester and is named a 
Distinguished Professor in their discipline for the remainder of their tenure and retirement at 
SDSU (this title is not transferrable should a faculty member resign and leave SDSU for a 
different institution). The title of Distinguished Professor recognizes senior faculty who are 
nationally and internationally renowned for their innovative body of work and its 
transformational impact on the field. The Lectureship is awarded to a faculty member working 
at the very top of their discipline and who is recognized as a preeminent leader in their field of 
study. The recipient receives $30,000 in research support. 

Eligibility: Tenured Professors who have been at the full rank for at least 3 years and have 
been at SDSU for at least 5 years. 

Nomination Process 

● Nominations can be made from any tenured or tenure-track faculty member at SDSU. 
Self-nominations are not allowed.

● Persons making nominations are asked to contact the nominee to ascertain their 
willingness to accept the lectureship, should it be offered, before the nomination 
application is submitted.

● Nominators must inform the Dean of the nominee’s college of their intent to nominate 
their colleague before the nominator submits the application.

● Please submit nomination packages through the SDSU InfoReady competitions 
portal (https://sdsu.infoready4.com/). Submit under the program titled “2024 Albert W. 
Johnson Lectureship Award.”

● Nominations Extended! New due date: 11/13/2023 @ 11:59 PM. 
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Nomination Materials 

● The following nomination materials are required for the application:
o Nomination information submitted via SDSU InfoReady (e.g., nominee’s name,

nominator’s name, etc.).
o A nomination letter (3-pages maximum) clearly describing the evidence of

prominence and transformational impact of the nominee’s work, as well as the
promise of ongoing and future impactful scholarly work.

o Two external letters of recommendation from senior scholars from the nominee’s
field of expertise. Letters from previous academic mentors/advisors are
discouraged. Please do not submit more than two external letters.

o Brief bios (<1 page) of the two required letter writers. These bios should
demonstrate the letter writer’s suitability to evaluate the nominee.

o Nominee’s curriculum vitae (CV).

● Please upload and submit a single PDF file that includes the nomination letter, external
letters of recommendation, brief bios of the letter writers, and the nominee’s CV.

Evaluation and Selection Process 

● Nomination packages will be reviewed by two previous Albert W. Johnson awardees
and the Chair of the Senate Faculty Honors and Awards Committee.

● Review criteria include evidence of outstanding and impactful research/scholarship,
visibility (national and international) of research/scholarship, other research/scholarship
awards or honors, evidence for student engagement in research, and external letters of
recommendation.

● The review committee will provide a ranked recommendation to the Vice President for
Research and Innovation for final selection.

● The Division of Research and Innovation will announce the recipient of the 2024 Albert
W. Johnson award before 01/15/2024.

Please direct questions about the 2024 AWJ Lectureship to Mark B. Reed, Associate Vice 
President for Research Operations (mreed@sdsu.edu). 




